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The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation is a watershed book about an essential period in the history of battlefield
preservation and will be of interest to any reader who wishes to have a better understanding how such preservation
efforts were initiated.

This work was not central to Virginia, however. It was done in the context of establishing national cemeteries
across the nation. Only at Gettysburg , Pennsylvania, was there a fledgling battlefield preservation effort on
the local level. Second Generation The best opportunity to save Civil War battlefields came in the s, when the
North and the South began to reconcile after the acidic Reconstruction era â€” Civil War veterans who were
still alive during this period were able to mark correct troop positions. There was also support for battlefield
preservation in a veteran-dominated Congress, and the battlefields themselves had yet to be consumed by the
massive urbanization and industrialization that took place early in the twentieth century. Thus, battlefields
could be saved almost in their entirety, and the veterans tried to do so. Unfortunately, they had only limited
success. The five biggest and best-marked battlefields that emerged during the s were at Shiloh in Tennessee;
Chickamauga and Chattanooga in Georgia and Tennessee; Vicksburg in Mississippi; Antietam in Maryland;
and Gettysburg in Pennsylvania. The "Golden Age" passed Virginia by completely. In fact, the Western
Theater, not the Eastern Theater, dominated the initiative, with three of the five parks located in the West.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga were combined into a single park. There is no evidence, however, that veterans
or Congress deemed Virginia battlefields less significant or suitable for preservation than the others. Rather,
successes elsewhere were the result of powerful political support that Virginia lacked. Third Generation After
a thirty-year lull, federal preservation efforts began again in the mids, but by this time there were few veterans
left and many of the battlefields had been eradicated as the result of urbanization. Under these circumstances,
nonetheless, five Virginia sites became federal preserves: Petersburg in , Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania in ,
Appomattox in , Richmond in , and Manassas in Indeed, each of the Virginia parks contained only fractions
of the original battlefields. After a flood of preservation efforts from the s until the s, federal preservation
initiatives slowed, with only moderate attention paid during the Civil War Centennial â€” Still, by the s and s,
battlefield preservation nationwide was once again almost nonexistent. Fourth Generation A resurgence of
preservation consciousness emerged in the s and has continued into the twenty-first century. In this fourth
generation, such entities as the National Park Service, the Conservation Fund, the Civil War Preservation
Trust, and others have defeated efforts to create commercial recreational areas on non-preserved battlefield
and, in so doing, saved thousands of acres for preservation. In addition, Virginia finally seems to be getting its
due. According to the Civil War Preservation Trust website in , nearly half of the 25, acres saved by that
organization to date are in Virginia. By this time the federal government had also become involved again, in
particular with the creation of the Cedar Creek and Belle Grove National Historical Park. In this fourth
generation, such entities as the National Park Service, the Conservation Fund, the Civil War Preservation
Trust, and others have defeated efforts to create commercial recreational areas on battlefields and, in so doing,
saved thousands of acres for preservation. In addition, according to the Civil War Preservation Trust website
in , nearly half of the 25, acres saved by that organization to date are in Virginia. Virginia finally seems to be
getting its due. June - Union veterans place two sandstone obelisks on the Manassas battlefield. July Fredericksburg National Cemetery is authorized. April - Winchester National Cemetery is dedicated. July Land is bought for the Richmond National Cemetery. March - Richmond National Battlefield Park is
established. May - Manassas National Battlefield Park is established.
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The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation has 9 ratings and 2 reviews. George said: A thorough, interesting,
informative and highly readable account of.

Passes sold from 9: Pass is valid for twelve months from the month of purchase. The Annual Pass admits
passholder and three accompanying adults unlimited admittance to Yorktown Battlefield. The Senior Pass
admits passholder and three accompanying adults unlimited admittance to Yorktown Battlefield. This pass is
valid for one year from the date of issuance. Four annual Senior Passes purchased in prior years can be traded
in for a lifetime pass. The Annual Senior Pass admits passholder and three accompanuing adults unlimited
admittance to Yorktown Battlefield. Interagency Annual - Military Pass: Valid for 12 months from issue date.
The Military Annual Pass admits passholder and three accompanying adults unlimited admittance to
Yorktown Battlefield. Holders of the Military Annual pass and up to three accompanying adults will be
admitted to Historic Jamestowne at no additional charge. This is a lifetime pass for U. The Access Pass admits
passholder and three accompanying adults unlimited admittance to Yorktown Battlefield. Holders of the
Access pass and up to three accompanying adults will be admitted to Historic Jamestowne at no additional
charge. Interagency Annual Volunteer Pass: Click here to learn about volunteer opportunities at Colonial
National Historical Park. This is a state site and not a part of the National Park Service web site. This pass can
be purchased through the Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation Online store as noted above or at the Historic
Jamestowne visitor center Fee desk. For more information and current pricing on this pass, please contact the
Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation at or go to the online store as noted above. For additional information on
other regional passes use this link.
3: Civil War Battlefield Preservation
The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation: The Decade of the 's and the Establishment of America's First Five Military
Parks Just before he disappeared into Mexico in , Ambrose Bierce, the accomplished short story writer, made a
pilgrimage to many of the Civil War battlefields he had.

4: The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation | American Civil War Forums
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation: The Decade of the 's
and the Establishment of America's First Five Military Parks at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased
product reviews from our users.

5: Teaching Battlefield Preservation â€“ CIVIL WAR MEMORY
The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation: The Decade of the s and the Establishment of America's First Five Military
Parks by Timothy B Smith, Edwin C Bearss (Foreword by) starting at.

6: ACW Book Review: The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation | HistoryNet
The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation: The Decade of the s and the Establishment of America's First Five Military
Parks (review) Jennifer M. Murray Alabama Review.

7: Altogether Fitting and Proper | University of Tennessee Press
The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation: The Decade of the s and the Establishment of America's First Five Military
Parks (review) Jennifer M. Murray.
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Dr. Timothy B. Smith's talk is based upon his book by the same title The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation: The
Decade of the s and the Establishment of America's First Five Military Parks.

9: Islamic Golden Age - Wikipedia
"The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation The Decade of the 's and the Establishment of America by Timothy B. Smith
(Hardback, )DeliveryUK delivery is usually within 11 to 13 working days.
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